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An ocean acoustic waveguide remote sensing system can instantaneously image and continuously

monitor fish populations distributed over continental shelf-scale regions. Here it is shown theoreti-

cally that the areal population density of fish groups can be estimated from their incoherently aver-

aged broadband matched filtered scattered intensities measured using a waveguide remote sensing

system with less than 10% error. A numerical Monte-Carlo model is developed to determine the

statistical moments of the scattered returns from a fish group. It uses the parabolic equation to simu-

late acoustic field propagation in a random range-dependent ocean waveguide. The effects of (1)

multiple scattering, (2) attenuation due to scattering, and (3) modal dispersion on fish population

density imaging are examined. The model is applied to investigate population density imaging of

shoaling Atlantic herring during the 2006 Gulf of Maine Experiment. Multiple scattering, attenua-

tion and dispersion are found to be negligible at the imaging frequencies employed and for the her-

ring densities observed. Coherent multiple scattering effects, such as resonance shifts, which can be

significant for small highly dense fish groups on the order of the acoustic wavelength, are found to

be negligible for the much larger groups typically imaged with a waveguide remote sensing system.
VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3614542]
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I. INTRODUCTION

An ocean acoustic waveguide remote sensing system1–5

can instantaneously image fish populations and continuously

monitor their behaviors over continental shelf-scale regions.

It utilizes the capacity of the ocean to act as a waveguide

where sound can propagate long ranges via trapped modes.

The imaging frequency typically employed by the system

ranges from several hundred Hz to a few kHz, while its

imaging diameter ranges from tens to hundreds of kilo-

meters, determined by the source level, pulse repetition

interval, and receiving array aperture.1,3,6–8

The waveguide remote sensing system comprises of a

vertical source array that transmits broadband pulses radi-

ated with azimuthal symmetry in the horizontal to ensonify

targets of interest, and a towed horizontal hydrophone array

that receives the scattered returns, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The

data measured by the receiver array are beamformed to

determine the azimuths of the scattered returns, and then

matched filtered and charted in range. The matched filter is

applied to achieve high spatial resolution in range localiza-

tion and to optimize signal-to-noise ratios by exploiting the

coherent gain of broadband signals with large time-band-

width products much greater than one.9–11

Numerous issues must be considered when inferring the

areal population densities, spatial distributions, or mean tar-

get strengths of fish populations from their matched filtered

scattered intensities measured with the waveguide remote

sensing system. (1) Large numbers of individuals, ranging

from tens to hundreds of thousands, are often present within

each resolution cell of the imaging system so that the scat-

tered fields from the distributed group can either combine

coherently or incoherently at the receiver.12–15 (2) When

large numbers of scatterers are present in a group, multiple

scattering, as well as attenuation through the fish group may

affect the measured scattered levels.12,14,16–22 (3) The acous-

tic field propagates long ranges in an ocean waveguide

through multiple paths as waveguide modes. Modal disper-

sion due to the slowly propagating high order modes that

arrive later in time than the low order modes lead to delayed

returns that affect the measured scattered levels over the

range extent of the fish group. (4) The broadband transmis-

sions undergo spreading and absorption losses over range

and scintillate in both time and space due to dynamic ocean

processes, such as internal and surface waves, as well as

bathymetric variations.23–25 (5) As with any active imaging

system, scattered returns from fish and other targets are

measured in time and then charted to range by multiplying

the measurement time with a charting speed. Modal disper-

sion and waveguide scintillation affect the charting speed

and hence the localization accuracy of targets in a wave-

guide.26,27 (6) The matched filter operation is a coherent pro-

cess that involves correlating the scattered field with the

transmitted waveform;10,12,28 however, the scattered returns

from distributed groups are often assumed to be incoherent,

and the spatial resolution from matched filtering in the wave-
guide1–4 is assumed to be the same as that for discrete targets

in free space with coherently scattered returns.

To address these issues, a numerical Monte-Carlo model

is developed to determine the statistical moments of the broad-

band matched filtered scattered field from a three-dimensional
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(3D) random spatial distribution of fish with random sizes and

of random species in a random range-dependent ocean wave-

guide. The model includes multiple scattering from the fish

group and employs the complex scatter function to account for

attenuation and dispersion due to scattering from an individual

fish. The model uses a range-dependent acoustic propagation

model29 based on the parabolic equation to simulate propaga-

tion in a range-dependent ocean waveguide. By incorporating

randomness in the waveguide environment and the dynamic

scatterer group, the model can account for statistical fluctua-

tions typically present in the data. The model simultaneously

analyzes the fully scattered field that includes multiple scatter-

ing from a fish group extended over multiple range resolution

cells of the imaging system without segregating fish from indi-

vidual cells, since the matched filter is applied to automatically

localize the scatterers in range.

The model is applied to examine population density

imaging of shoaling Atlantic herring with an ocean acoustic

waveguide remote sensing system in the 2006 Gulf of Maine

Experiment1,2 (GOME06) during their fall spawning season

near the northern flank of Georges Bank. It is shown theoret-

ically that high-resolution population density imaging of fish

can be achieved in the random range-dependent ocean wave-

guide with less than 10% error.

The numerical model developed in this paper is the

only model to simultaneously analyze multiple scattering

and attenuation from fish groups imaged at long ranges in

an ocean waveguide with a broadband pulsed system

employing the waveguide Green’s function for propagation

and the matched filter to localize scatterers in range. There

are several useful theoretical models for analyzing and pre-

dicting the scattered levels from objects in an ocean wave-

guide;30,31 however, they typically do not consider multiple

scattering within the group. Previous models12,17–20 that

include multiple scattering from fish groups are restricted

to direct-path imaging systems since they employ the free-

space Green’s function and are implemented for time har-

monic signals. These models consider very small schools

on the order of the acoustic wavelength with a limited

number of individuals. They focus on scenarios where

coherent effects in multiple scattering, such as resonance

shifts and sub- and super-resonance local maxima, can be

significant. Here we focus on fish groups that extend tens

to thousands of times the wavelength of the waveguide

imaging system, where we show that the incoherent inten-

sity dominates the scattered returns and resonance shift

effects are negligible or absent. Scattering from fish groups

in a waveguide is modeled in Refs. 1, 3, and 32 for herring

and in Ref. 3 for several other swimbladder bearing fish,

such as Alaskan pollock, Peruvian anchovy, Argentine

hake, Barents Sea capelin, and Southern blue whiting,

applying the single scatter assumption and compared to

seafloor reverberation.

The Monte-Carlo model developed here can also be

applied to analyze detection and imaging of other groups of

discrete scatterers in a waveguide where multiple scattering

may be significant, such as bubble clouds, swarms of AUVs,

and pods of dolphins or whales.

FIG. 1. (a) Geometry of the bistatic acous-

tic imaging system in an ocean waveguide.

(b) 3D spatial configuration of a large her-

ring group containing 7831 individuals uni-

formly distributed within a volume similar

to an ellipsoid that has axes dimensions of

Lx¼ 100 m, Ly1¼ 125 m, and Lz1¼ 33.33

m, but with cross-range and depth extents

cut at 6 50 m and 6 10 m, respectively, to

the center of the herring group. The plotted

volume has dimensions of Lx¼ 100 m,

Ly¼ 100 m, and Lz¼ 20 m. (c) Modeled

broadband two-way transmission loss TTLW

calculated using Eq. (6) from a source array

to potential fish locations and from the fish

locations back to the receiver array center is

shown as a function of fish range and depth

in the Gulf of Maine environment for a

source waveform of 50 Hz bandwidth cen-

tered at fc¼ 950 Hz. (d) The TTLW obtained

by first averaging the broadband two way

propagated acoustic intensities over a 20 m

thick fish layer centered at zs¼ 150 m depth

and then taking the log transform following

Eq. (8). The error bars indicate one standard

deviation in the broadband TTLW over the

depth layer of the fish.
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II. THEORY

A. Numerical Monte-Carlo model for the statistical
moments of the broadband matched filtered fully
scattered field from a 3D random distribution of
scatterers that includes multiple scattering in a
random range-dependent ocean waveguide

Here, we describe the numerical Monte-Carlo model

used to simulate the statistical moments of the broadband

matched filtered fully scattered field that includes multiple

scattering from a 3D random spatial distribution of random

scatterers in a random range-dependent ocean waveguide.

The model can be applied to calculate the total scattered field

from a group of scatterers in any direction in a waveguide

including the forward. The theoretical formulation in Appen-

dix A follows the approach of Ref. 12 but is implemented

here for a random range-dependent ocean waveguide by

employing the waveguide Green’s function. Model verifica-

tion is provided in Sec. II C.

Consider the general bistatic geometry for the problem

illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where the origin of the coordinate

system is placed at the air-water interface with the positive z
axis pointing downward. A vertical source array centered at

r0¼ (x0, y0, z0) and a horizontal receiver array centered at

r¼ (0, 0, z) are used to image a group of scatterers centered

at rC¼ (xC, yC, zC) in the far-field of both the source and re-

ceiver arrays. The group is distributed over a three dimen-

sional volume where each pth scatterer is located at

rp ¼ xp; yp; zp

� �
¼ qp;/p; zp

� �
; where q2

p ¼ x2
p þ y2

p: The

source transmits waveform q(t) with Fourier transform Q(f)
and bandwidth B.

For a specific realization of the ocean environment and

scatterer group, the time-dependent broadband matched fil-

tered fully scattered field Ws(tM) that includes multiple scat-

tering is calculated using Eq. (A6). By randomizing both the

waveguide Green’s function and spatial distribution of scat-

terers according to known statistical properties, many inde-

pendent realizations of the scattered field are generated. The

statistically coherent and incoherent scattered intensities

from the scatterer group are then obtained from the sample

squared mean Ws tMð Þh ij j2 and sample variance Var Ws tMð Þ½ �,
respectively. The waveguide is randomized by incorporating

linear internal waves along the range-dependent acoustic

propagation paths from source to scatterer locations and

from scatterer locations to the receiver as outlined in Sec. III

A. The scatterer group is randomized through both the scat-

ter functions and spatial locations of individuals in the

group.

The acoustic field scattered from one scatterer to

another, as formulated in Eq. (A4), can be solved using ei-

ther matrix inversion or an iterative approach.12 The matrix

inversion approach requires an N2 size matrix to be inverted,

which makes this approach computationally cumbersome for

large groups12,18 of scatterers. In Sec. IV, we apply the itera-

tive approach, with each iteration simulating an increasingly

higher order of scattering. Computational constraints limit

the number of scatterers that can be simulated in a reasona-

ble amount of time. The multiply scattered returns from a

maximum of 40 000 individuals are simulated, producing

1.6� 109 multiple scattering interactions for each iteration

of scattering.

B. Modeling the complex scatter function distribution
and 3D spatial distribution for a group of fish

At frequencies ranging from a few hundred Hz to sev-

eral kHz, the air-filled swimbladders of most swimbladder-

bearing fish are the primary source of scattering. A fish

swimbladder is modeled here as a damped air-filled prolate

spheroid, as discussed in Appendix B. Fish swimbladders are

acoustically compact at the operating frequencies of a typical

waveguide remote sensing system because they are much

smaller than the acoustic wavelength so that the scattered

field from each individual fish is radially symmetric. Given a

fish of known swimbladder volume, its complex scatter func-

tion is calculated using Eq. (B1).

To model the complex scatter function distribution for

fish in a group distributed over a given water depth, we first

assume the fish fork length L follows a Gaussian distribution

with a mean and standard deviation obtained from available

in situ trawl sample measurements.1 The distribution of fish

body volume is next calculated from the fork length distribu-

tion by applying the empirically determined non-linear

weight-length regression, Eq. (B5). By assuming fish in the

group are neutrally buoyant at the same depth, and fish

swimbladder volume typically comprises roughly 4%–5% of

fish body volume when they are neutrally buoyant, the swim-

bladder volume for each individual fish at any depth z can be

calculated by assuming Boyle’s law, as discussed in Appen-

dix B. The distribution of complex scatter functions for fish

in the group is then obtained from their swimbladder volume

distribution via Eq. (B1).

To approximate the 3D spatial configurations fish

groups adopt when they form either large shoals or small

dense schools, we consider two models in the examples

shown in Sec. II C and Sec. IV. In the first model, we assume

a fully random 3D spatial configuration for fish in a group

specified by its volumetric density nV, which is a function of

range, depth and cross-range. In the second model,17,20 the

fish locations in a group are only partially random and their

3D spatial configuration is derived from a basic cubic cellu-

lar unit. In this model, each fish is first arranged to be in the

center of a cubic cellular unit with all closest neighbors

spaced a mean distance d determined by the volumetric

density,

d ¼ 1

nV

� �1=3

: (1)

As fish swim, the distances between these closest neighbors

will vary from the mean value d over time. To account for

this variation, individual fish locations are next randomly

varied from their mean positions according to a Gaussian

distribution with a standard deviation rd assumed to be 30%

of the mean inter-fish distance d. In both models, the fish

areal density nA at a given horizontal range is obtained by

integrating the volumetric densities nV over the depth distri-

bution of the fish layer at that range.
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C. Model verification

Here, the model developed in Sec. II A and Appendix A

is verified by comparison with examples provided in Refs.

18 and 20 where the time-harmonic scattered intensities that

include multiple scattering are calculated for a small group

of fish containing 13 individuals at frequencies ranging from

tens of Hz to 5 kHz, imaged by a monostatic direct-path sys-

tem in an iso-speed lossless non-random environment, where

the free-space Green’s function is valid. All fish are identical

with 40 cm total length and equivalent spherical swimblad-

der radius a¼ 2 cm. The school is centered at z¼ 50 m

depth, and all fish are assumed to be neutrally buoyant at 50

m depth.

The time-harmonic fully scattered field Us(r, f) at fre-

quency f that includes multiple scattering for each realization

of the fish group is calculated using Eqs. (A1) to (A4) where

B /p

� �
¼ 1 for all fish in the group. The statistically coherent

and incoherent fully scattered intensities at frequency f that

include multiple scattering are obtained from the sample

squared mean Us r; fð Þh ij j2 and sample variance Var[Us(r, f)],
respectively, derived from 10 independent Monte-Carlo simu-

lations. The total scattered intensity is the sum of the two,12

Us r; fð Þj j2
D E

¼ Us r; fð Þh ij j2þVar Us r; fð Þ½ �:
The coherent, incoherent and total school target

strengths denoted by TScoh,s(f), TSincoh,s(f), and TStot,s(f),
respectively, are calculated using

TScoh;s fð Þ ¼ 10 log10 Us r; fð Þh ij j2
� �

� SL fð Þ

þ TTLFS rs; f jr0; rð Þ; (2)

TSincoh;s fð Þ ¼ 10 log10 Var Us r; fð Þ½ �f g � SL fð Þ
þ TTLFS rs; f jr0; rð Þ; (3)

TStot;s fð Þ ¼ 10 log10 Us r; fð Þj j2
D E� �

� SL fð Þ

þ TTLFS rs; f jr0; rð Þ; (4)

where SL(f) is the source level at frequency f,
and TTLFS rs; f jr0;rð Þ ¼ 10log10

�
1= rs� r0j2
�� Þþ 10log10

�
1=

r� rsj j2Þ is the free-space two-way transmission loss from

the source to the school center rs and from the school center

to the receiver, respectively.

The fish are distributed in a 3D volume following the

partially random lattice configuration described in Sec. II B

of this article and also in Ref. 20. Each fish position is

randomized with a standard deviation of r¼ 4 cm about the

mean inter-fish spacing d set to be (a) one fish body length,

d¼ 40 cm, (b) quarter fish body length, d¼ 10 cm, and (c)

four times the fish body length, d¼ 1.6 m, respectively, in

Fig. 2. The coherent, incoherent and total school target

strength spectra are compared to the estimated TSest,s(f) spec-

trum obtained from

TSest;s fð Þ ¼ TS fð Þ þ 10 log10 N; (5)

which assumes single scattering is valid, where TS fð Þ
¼ 10 log10h S fð Þ=kj j2i is the target strength of a single fish.

Here, the azimuthal angle of ensonification is kept constant

and the school target strengths are estimated from backscat-

tered intensities. This differs from the examples shown in

Fig. 4 of Ref. 20, where the azimuthal angle of ensonifica-

tion was randomly varied between 0 and 360 degree for each

realization.

The school target strength spectra plotted in Fig. 2 are

consistent with those shown in Ref. 20. At the mean inter-

fish spacing of one body length [Fig. 2(a)], the resonance fre-

quency of the school is lower than the single fish resonance

frequency. The scattering is dominated by the coherent in-

tensity near resonance, while the incoherent intensity

becomes important above 1 kHz. When the mean inter-fish

spacing is reduced to a quarter body length [Fig. 2(b)], the

school resonance frequency shifts to a frequency much lower

than that of the single fish, consistent with the findings in

Fig. 8 of Ref. 18. The scattering is dominated by the coher-

ent intensity for the most part below 5 kHz. When the mean

inter-fish spacing is increased to four times the fish body

length [Fig. 2(c)], there is negligible shift in the school reso-

nance frequency compared with that of the single fish. A no-

ticeable sub-resonance local maxima appears at about 100

Hz, and many more local maxima appear at frequencies

above resonance. In general, the model developed here

reproduces the key features and results reported in Refs. 17,

18, and 20. The slight differences in the school target

strength local maxima at frequencies above resonance is

mainly due to the fact that the azimuthal ensonification angle

was not varied across the realizations here.

FIG. 2. Effect of varying inter-fish spacing on the school target strength

spectra for a small fish group containing 13 individuals. The mean inter-fish

spacings are (a) one fish body length, d¼ 40 cm, (b) quarter fish body

length, d¼ 10 cm, and (c) 4 times the fish body length, d¼ 1.6 m. The

coherent, incoherent, total and estimated school target strength spectra are

calculated via Eqs. (2)–(5), respectively.
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III. MODELING THE 2006 GULF OF MAINE
EXPERIMENT

During GOME06,1,2 an ocean acoustic waveguide remote

sensing system was employed to image and study the abun-

dance and diurnal behavior of shoaling Atlantic herring popu-

lations during their autumn spawning season along the

northern flank of Georges Bank over a 2 week period. The 100

km imaging diameter of the waveguide remote sensing system

for a measurement time period of roughly 75 s enabled both

massive herring shoals extending tens of kilometers and esti-

mated to contain hundreds of millions of individuals, as well

as smaller groups extending roughly 50 to 200 m and compris-

ing fewer than 1� 106 fish to be instantaneously imaged. The

images were updated every 75 s to provide continuous moni-

toring of fish activity for many hours each day. Simultaneous

measurements made using an ultrasonic conventional fish-find-

ing sonar provided the local volumetric densities and depth de-

pendence of the fish distributions.1,2 Detailed descriptions of

the experimental setup, data analysis, and results showing

wide-area population density images of herring shoals are pro-

vided in Refs. 1 and 2, along with supporting oceanographic,

biological, and environmental information.

Instantaneous wide-area images of the ocean environ-

ment were formed from broadband linear frequency modu-

lated transmissions of s¼ 1 s duration and B¼ 50 Hz

bandwidth with varying center frequencies in the 300 to

1200 Hz range. The time-bandwidth product of the signals

transmitted was sB ¼ 50� 1 so that the matched filter or

pulse compression9–11 could be employed to reduce the hori-

zontal range resolution from Dq ¼ ccharts=2 ¼ 750 m to

Dq ¼ cchart=2B � 15 m; a factor of 50 improvement. The

resulting 15 m horizontal range resolution of the waveguide

remote sensing system is comparable to the horizontal imag-

ing diameter of the conventional ultrasonic fisheries

echosounder of roughly 20 m at 200 m water depth. The

waveguide system’s angular resolution b /p

� �
at azimuthal

angle /p depend on the center frequency and array aperture

used for beamforming (see Table I in Ref. 1). Its resolution

footprint is dependent on both range and bearing from the

receiving array, given by Ares qp

� �
¼ qpDqb /p

� �
:

Incoherent averaging over 3 to 5 consecutive instantane-

ous wide-area images at a given frequency band was used to

reduce the standard deviations and minimize the effects of

noise in the images.1,2 A single scattering assumption was

employed to infer fish areal population density from the

averaged scattered intensity level at a given resolution cell,

after correcting for source level, a two-way transmission loss

term obtained by averaging the expected waveguide Green’s

function over the depth extent of the fish layer, the resolution

footprint of the imaging system, and the low frequency tar-

get strength obtained from the mean scattering cross section

of a herring individual. The latter was estimated at each

imaging frequency band by local calibration with simultane-

ous measurements from a conventional fish-finding sonar.1

Here, we implement the rigorous theoretical model

described in Sec. II to prove the assumptions and approaches

employed in Refs. 1–3 for inferring herring areal population

densities and abundances from wide-area scattered intensity

images acquired with the waveguide remote sensing system.

The assumptions include (1) the incoherent intensity dominated

the scattered returns from the fish group, (2) single scattering

assumption is valid, (3) negligible attenuation and dispersion in

the incident field from forward propagation through the fish

group, (4) multi-modal waveguide dispersion is negligible in

the scattered field from the fish group, (5) the minimum mean

water column sound speed is used as an optimal sound speed to

chart the scattered field measured as a function of time to

range, and (6) negligible degradation in the range resolution

and in the scattered intensity level after matched filtering with

the source waveform in the ocean waveguide.

A. Modeling acoustic propagation in the random
range-dependent Gulf of Maine environment

Long-range broadband acoustic propagation through a

random range-dependent ocean waveguide is calculated

using the parabolic equation based range-dependent acoustic

propagation model, RAM.29 This waveguide propagation

model takes into account the environmental parameters,

such as the range-dependent bathymetry, seafloor geo-acous-

tic properties, the dynamic water-column sound speed pro-

files, and the locations and depths of the source and receiver

arrays. It provides the complex waveguide Green’s function

GW, calculated at discrete frequencies over the signal band-

width as a function of range and depth.

The acoustic fields propagated from the source array to

the fish locations and from the fish locations to the receiver

array center in Eqs. (A2) and (A4) are calculated separately.

For the source array, the model coherently sums the acoustic

fields from each element of the array for the field incident on

the fish group. The source array of the waveguide remote

sensing system has the effect of beaming the acoustic inten-

sity preferentially into the low order modes of the ocean

waveguide which can propagate long ranges with less

attenuation than the high order modes.

Following the approach of Ref. 24, linear internal waves

are simulated in the waveguide propagation model by updat-

ing the water-column sound speed profile every 500 m in

range corresponding to the correlation length scale of inter-

nal waves in continental shelf environments.25,33 The pro-

files are randomly selected from over 200 experimentally

measured sound speed profiles acquired during the course of

GOME06, shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 1. This approach simu-

lates the effect of internal waves in randomizing the acoustic

field in the waveguide.

As an example, the broadband two-way transmission

loss (TTL) in the range-dependent Gulf of Maine environ-

ment simulated stochastically with the waveguide propaga-

tion model is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The TTLW at each

potential fish location rp is calculated using

TTLW rp; fc
��r0; r

� �
¼ 10 log10 4pð Þ2 1

E0

ðfcþB=2

fc�B=2

Q fð Þ 2
����*

� GW;s rp

��r0; f
� �

2
�� ��GW;r rjrp; f

� �
2
�� df

�� +
;

(6)
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where GW,s(rp|r0, f) is the waveguide Green’s function

describing the acoustic field propagation from the 10-ele-

ment source array centered at r0 to a potential fish location

rp, and GW;r rjrp; f
� �

is the waveguide Green’s function from

that fish location to the receiver array center r, and

E0 ¼
Ð

Q fð Þj j2df is the source energy. In Fig. 1(c), the

source array is centered at 65 m depth with 0.83 m spacing

between the elements, transmitting a 50 Hz bandwidth

Tukey windowed signal with center frequency of 950 Hz.

The horizontal coordinate of the receiving array is co-located

with the source, but its depth is located at zr¼ 105 m. The

propagation path is a transect from Fig. 2(a) of Ref. 1 with

coordinates (0,0) to (0.5,�15) km in eastings and northings,

beginning at the horizontal location of the source array and

extending through a region containing a large fish shoal. The

varying bathymetry along the path is plotted in black in

Fig. 1(c), illustrating the gradual upslope from Georges basin

to the edge of the bank. Note that the TTLW is determined by

first averaging 100 independent Monte-Carlo realizations of

the source spectrum-weighted square-magnitude Green’s

function through the fluctuating ocean and then applying the

log transform. Single realizations of the transmission loss

exhibit spatial fluctuations due to modal interference. By

averaging the scintillating acoustic intensities in both

time and space in the dynamic ocean environment, the fluc-

tuations in transmission loss are reduced.24 The seafloor

at the GOME06 site is mostly sandy,34 modeled here with

geo-acoustic parameters of sound speed 1700 m/s, density

1.9 g/cm3, and attenuation 0.8 dB/wavelength. The examples

in the following sections simulate the bistatic imaging of

herring groups located within the main lobe of the receiver

array beamed along the path indicated in Fig. 1(c).

For fish distributed over a D¼ 20 m depth layer cen-

tered at zs¼ 150 m depth in the waveguide, Fig. 1(d) shows

the TTLW obtained by first averaging the broadband two way

propagated acoustic intensities in Fig. 1(c) over the depth

layer of the fish, and then taking the log transform, described

by

TTLWðqp; zs; fcjr0; rÞ

¼ 10 log10

	
ð4pÞ2 1

E0

ðzsþD=2

zs�D=2


ðfcþB=2

fc�B=2

jQðf Þj2

� jGW;sðqp; zpjr0; f Þj2jGW;rðrjqp; zp; f Þj2

� Pðqp; zpÞdf

�
dzp

�
: (7)

where, P qp; zp

� �
is the probability of finding a fish at loca-

tion qp; zp

� �
. For a uniform distribution of fish,

P qp; zp

� �
¼ 1=D qp

� �
; where D qp

� �
is the layer depth of the

fish group at horizontal location qp, so that

TTLWðqp; zs; fcjr0; rÞ

¼ 10 log10

	
ð4pÞ2 1

E0

1

DðqpÞ

ðzsþD=2

zs�D=2


ðfcþB=2

fc�B=2

jQðf Þj2

� jGW;sðqp; zpjr0; f Þj2jGW;rðrjqp; zp; f Þj2df

�
dzp

�
:

(8)

The standard deviation in the broadband TTLW over the

depth layer of the fish at ranges greater than 10 km is

roughly 2 to 3 dB, as shown in Fig. 1(d), indicating the two-

way propagated broadband acoustic field is only partially

randomized.

The inter-fish acoustic propagation in Eq. (A4) is

approximated by the free space Green’s function, GFS,

GFS rn rp; f
��� �

¼ eik rp�rnj j
4p rp � rn

�� �� : (9)

FIG. 3. (a) The real and imaginary parts of the

complex scattering amplitude S(k)/k for a her-

ring of mean swimbladder volume 3.68 ml. (b)

The target strengths of fish with mean

swimbladdder volume (black) and of fish

with swimbladder volumes both 1 standard

deviation larger (light gray) and smaller

(dark gray) than the mean. The ensemble-aver-

aged target strength (dash-dotted black),

TS ¼ 10 log10 SP kð Þ=kj j2; obtained by averag-

ing over the scattering cross-sections of all fish

in the group is also plotted. The normalized his-

tograms (by total number of fish N¼ 10 000) of

(c) the fork length and (d) swimbladder volume

for the herring group. The swimbladder volume

shown in (d) is inferred from (c) and taking into

account the depth of each individual fish in the

group given a known neutral buoyancy depth at

85 m using Eq. (B5) and (B6), where

p¼ 3.35� 10�6 and q¼ 3.35 are empirically

determined from length and weight measure-

ments of trawl samples (Ref. 1).
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This is justified because (1) multiple scattering is significant

primarily between adjacent fish where the scattered field is

propagated directly from one fish to the other without inter-

action with the waveguide boundaries, (2) the waveguide

transmission loss is well approximated by the free space

transmission loss at short ranges on the order of the water

depth, as can be seen in Figs. 2.29 and 2.30 of Ref. 35, where

the transmission losses shown for two 100 m deep Pekeris

waveguides can be approximated as spherically spreading at

ranges smaller than 100 m. The inter-fish propagation

depends on the 3D positions of fish in a group, as well as the

sound speed in the medium between the fish. Here, we

assume this to be a constant of c¼ 1482 m/s, which is the

mean sound speed at the fish group depth of 150 m (see

Fig. 3 of Ref. 1).

B. Scattering properties of Atlantic herring

Here, we apply the theory described in Appendix B and

Sec. II B to model the complex scatter function of an Atlan-

tic herring individual and the corresponding result averaged

over a group. Consider a group of N¼ 10 000 fish centered

at 150 m water depth, uniformly distributed over a 20 m

thick depth layer with fork lengths derived from a Gaussian

distribution of mean 24.2 cm and standard deviation 1.65 cm

[Fig. 3(c)], consistent with the measured fork length distribu-

tion of trawl samples1 collected during GOME06. The corre-

sponding distribution of inferred swimbladder volumes for

fish in the group is plotted in Fig. 3(d) with mean Vm¼ 3.68

ml and standard deviation rV¼ 0.84 ml, consistent with

those inferred from the herring groups imaged on October 3,

2006, in Ref. 1 with estimated neutral buoyancy depth of 85

m. Note that even though the herring fork length distribution

is modeled as Gaussian, the swimbladder volume distribu-

tion is not Gaussian and is asymmetric about the mean

because the swimbladder volume depends nonlinearly on the

fork length. It also depends on the depth location and the

neutral buoyancy depth of each fish in the group.

The complex scattering amplitude, defined as the ratio

of complex scatter function to wave number, S(k)/k, is plot-

ted as a function of frequency for a herring of mean swim-

bladder volume 3.68 ml in Fig. 3(a). This fish has a

resonance frequency near 1.6 kHz. Figure 3(b) illustrates the

target strength spectrum as a function of frequency for the

fish with mean swimbladder volume and for fish with swim-

bladder volumes both one standard deviation larger and

smaller than the mean, as well as the ensemble-averaged tar-

get strength obtained by averaging the fish scattering cross-

sections over the group, TS ¼ 10 log10 Sp kð Þ=k
�� ��2. A larger

fish has a lower resonance frequency and a higher target

strength at resonance. In Fig. 3(a), the imaginary part,

= S kð Þ=kg;f peaks near resonance which indicates that both

the scattering response from the fish group and the attenua-

tion through the group increases near resonance. The imag-

ing frequencies employed by the waveguide remote sensing

system during GOME06 were in the sub-resonance range for

the vast majority of herring imaged.

The roughly 1.6 kHz mean resonance frequency of the

shoaling herring populations obtained in Ref. 1 from meas-

urements made using the waveguide remote sensing system

in the Gulf of Maine is comparable to published results of

herring resonance frequency obtained with other local acous-

tic imaging systems.5,36 As discussed in the last paragraph of

page 115 in Ref. 1, “A wide distribution of swimbladder vol-

umes and corresponding neutral buoyancy depths within any

shoal is likely and could potentially unify the various exist-

ing data sets by superposition, with larger swimbladder vol-

umes dominating at the lower end of the possible resonance

spectrums and smaller volumes dominating the higher end.

None of the systems used in the field so far, however, could

test this since it would require acquisition of simultaneous

data both well below and well above all contributing reso-

nant frequencies.” It should be noted that the data presented

in Ref. 1 is the only data set existing for scattering from

shoaling herring populations in the Gulf of Maine at frequen-

cies below 1.5 kHz. The sources used in other studies5,36,37

have sharp roll-offs in source level at frequencies below 2.5

kHz. The roughly 1.6 kHz mean resonance frequency meas-

ured with the waveguide remote sensing system in Ref. 1

was found to be consistent for the large herring shoals at

roughly 150 m to 180 m water depth for all 10 days of obser-

vation in Fall 2006. This resonance was obtained by match-

ing the low frequency roll-off in scattering from the large

shoals which is the most robust method for estimating the

resonance of a harmonic oscillator as discussed in Ref. 38

and shown in Sec. IV H. The waveguide remote sensing sys-

tem used to measure fish target strength in Ref. 1 was also

calibrated against scattering from deeply submerged BBN

cylindrical air-filled targets during GOME06.39

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Here, the theory described in Sec. II is applied to simu-

late the broadband matched filtered scattered field from

groups of Atlantic herring imaged by the waveguide remote

sensing system during GOME06. The effects of multiple

scattering, attenuation due to scattering, and modal disper-

sion on fish population density imaging are investigated. The

charting speed required to accurately localize a fish group in

range from its time-dependent scattered field and the range

resolution of the imaging system after matched filtering in

the ocean waveguide are examined.

The modeled source waveform is a Tukey windowed

linear frequency modulated pulse of 1 s duration and 50 Hz

bandwidth with a center frequency fc of either 415, 735, 950,

or 1125 Hz, similar to those transmitted by the waveguide

remote sensing system during GOME06. The waveform cen-

tered at 950 Hz is considered in the majority of examples

illustrated here since the images formed from this waveform

had the best cross-range resolution with significantly high

fish scattered intensity to background reverberant intensity

ratios and were used extensively for population density esti-

mation in Refs. 1–3. The source and receiver arrays are cen-

tered at depths z0¼ 65 m and zr¼ 105 m, respectively, to

match typical imaging geometries of the waveguide remote

sensing system employed in GOME06. The horizontal posi-

tion of the source and receiver arrays are co-located in the

examples presented here to simplify charting of scattered
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returns in range, although a bistatic geometry was employed

in GOME06. In all examples, the fish group is centered at

14.9 km horizontal range from the source and receiver

arrays. The matched filtered returns in time are charted to

horizontal range using q¼ cchartt/2, where cchart is the opti-

mal charting speed determined in Sec. IV E. All results are

normalized for a 0 dB re 1 lPa at 1 m source level. The bath-

ymetric transect over which the signal propagates is pro-

vided in Sec. III A. The bottom is assumed to be sandy in all

examples, unless otherwise specified. Roughly 100 inde-

pendent broadband Monte-Carlo simulations are used to

compute the scattered field statistics for each fish group dis-

cussed in this article, unless otherwise specified.

In all the examples to follow, we assume the cross-range

resolution of the imaging system is equal to the cross-range

extent of each fish group considered, and the main lobe is

steered in the direction of the fish group so that we can ap-

proximate B /p

� �
� 1 for all fish in the group. Scattered

returns from the fish group are compared to background

reverberation derived from GOME06 data. The expected

reverberation level RL at a given horizontal location qp is esti-

mated for each frequency band making use of the mean back-

ground scattering strength obtained from Fig. 5 of Ref. 1 and

subtracting the broadband two-way transmission losses to

horizontal location qp from the source and receiver, and add-

ing 10 log10 AresðqpÞ; where AresðqpÞ is the resolution foot-

print of the imaging system considered in the examples here.

For fish groups considered here, the maximum range and

cross range extents are limited to 1 km and 100 m, respec-

tively, because of computational constraints in modeling the

scattered field moments numerically by Monte-Carlo simula-

tion. The fish group sizes considered here are large compared

to the wavelength of the imaging system, and similar in dimen-

sion to the small schools imaged in GOME06. For larger shoals

imaged in GOME06, the results obtained here are still applica-

ble to each resolution cell of the imaging system. This is

because (1) multiple scattering is negligible, as we will show,

for the vast majority of fish groups imaged, (2) even at imaging

frequencies and fish volumetric densities where multiple scat-

tering is significant, multiple scattering is important primarily

between nearest neighbors spaced within several body lengths

apart and negligible for fish with larger spatial separations. For

the examples considered here, multiple scattering between

neighbors located all 4p radian solid angle from an individual

is included for the vast majority of fish, except for individuals

near the cross-range periphery of each group where the multi-

ple scattering is restricted to neighbors located within 2p radian

solid angle. The multiply scattered fields from these latter indi-

viduals are expected to be negligibly small compared to the

overall scattered level, given the large number of fish within

each resolution cell of the imaging system.

A. Coherent and incoherent broadband matched
filtered scattered intensities that include multiple
scattering from a fish group compared to
environmental reverberation

The coherent and incoherent broadband matched filtered

fully scattered intensities from a group of Atlantic herring in

the Gulf of Maine, which include multiple scattering,

obtained from 100 independent broadband Monte-Carlo real-

izations are shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). The imaging fre-

quency band is centered at fc¼ 950 Hz. The 3D spatial

configurations that fish group adopt are derived from random

realizations of a uniform probability distribution function

(PDF) in depth and cross-range, and a non-uniform PDF in

range shown in Fig. 4(a). The PDF in range is uniform in the

middle, but with the front and back edges tapered with a

half-Gaussian function. The simulated fish group has a total

of N¼ 10 000 individuals centered at zs¼ 150 m depth with

group extending Lr¼ 100 m in range, Lcr¼ 100 m in cross-

range, and Lz¼ 20 m in depth, resulting in an average volu-

metric fish density of N/(Lr Lcr Lz)¼ 0.05 fish m�3 and

an average areal fish density of N/(Lr Lcr)¼ 1 fish m�2,

matching typical densities found during GOME06 shown in

Figs. 4D and 4E of Ref. 1.

The variance or incoherent intensity exceeds the squared

mean or coherent intensity by about 20 dB. The incoherent

intensity stands roughly 12 dB above background reverbera-

tion implying the fish group with areal density of 1 fish m�2

is highly detectable. For higher fish densities typically found

in the shoal centers exceeding 10 fish m�2, the fish scattered

intensity to reverberation ratio will be proportionally higher,

exceeding 20 dB.

For the given fish density, multiple scattering is found to

be negligible for both the incoherent and coherent inten-

sities. The first 4 orders of multiple scattering are included in

the field, higher orders being insignificant. Differences

FIG. 4. (a) The areal density plotted as a function of range for a fish group

in the Gulf of Maine environment with sand bottom. The vertical lines indi-

cate the range where the fish areal density is half its maximum value. (b)

The incoherent Var[Ws(tM)] and coherent Ws tMð Þh ij j2 broadband matched

filtered fully scattered intensities that include multiple scattering from the

fish group imaged using the waveform centered at fc¼ 950 Hz with 50 Hz

bandwidth and 0 dB re 1 lPa at 1 m source level. The fish scattered inten-

sities are compared to the expected background reverberation estimated

from GOME06 data. (c) Identical to (b) but plotted in logarithmic scale. The

error bar indicates the standard deviation of the broadband matched filtered

fully scattered intensities from the fish group.
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between the singly scattered level and the fully scattered

level that includes multiple scattering are less than 0.1 dB

over the entire extent of the fish group as shown in Fig. 5

and discussed in the next section.

A fully randomized PDF was used in this section to

model the 3D spatial configuration of the fish group. In Sec.

IV H and Sec. IV I, we show that for fish groups larger than

the acoustic wavelength, the incoherent intensity dominating

the fully scattered returns is independent of the specific 3D

spatial configuration adopted by the group but is dependent

on its areal and volumetric densities. For smaller fish groups

on the order of the wavelength, we show the coherently scat-

tered intensity dominates and is sensitive to the exact 3D

spatial configuration adopted by the fish group.

B. Effects of multiple scattering and dependence on
fish density and target strength

The single scattering assumption is often employed to

estimate population density from scattered intensity in both

waveguide remote sensing systems and conventional ultra-

sonic fisheries echosounders, since the scattered intensity is

linearly related to population density when this assumption is

valid.1–4,12,28,40 When multiple scattering contributes to the

full scattered intensity, however, the population density esti-

mation may become non-linear. Here we examine the depend-

ence of multiple scattering on herring target strength, which is

a function of the imaging frequency, and population density.

Herring scatter functions and corresponding target

strengths are highly dependent on imaging frequency as

shown in Fig. 3. The effect of varying herring target strength

by varying the imaging frequency band is investigated in

Fig. 5. We consider broadband waveforms with the same

four center frequencies as those transmitted by the vertical

source array in GOME06. The parameters of the fish group

and waveguide environment are identical to the example

shown in Fig. 4. The scattered field levels from the fish

group increase dramatically with target strength as the imag-

ing frequency band increases toward resonance. Multiple

scattering effects are only noticeable at the highest frequency

band with fc¼ 1125 Hz for the fish density considered. Even

in this case, the differences between the singly scattered in-

tensity levels and the fully scattered intensity levels that

include multiple scattering are less than 0.5 dB.

The effects of multiple scattering are investigated with

increasing fish densities in Fig. 6 for the fc¼ 950 Hz band.

The fish groups have identical dimensions Lr¼ 50 m,

Lcr¼ 50 m, and Lz¼ 20 m, but contain (1) N¼ 2500, (2)

N¼ 10 000, and (3) N¼ 40 000 individuals with fully

randomized spatial configurations in each case. These exam-

ples correspond to fish volumetric densities of 0.05, 0.2, and

0.8 fish m�3 and areal densities of 1, 4, and 16 fish m�2,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(a). All other properties of

the fish group and waveguide environment are identical to

the example shown in Fig. 4. The variance or incoherent in-

tensity increases roughly linearly with fish density, standing

increasingly above background reverberation. The singly

and fully scattered intensities are identical except when the

fish areal density approaches and exceeds 16 fish m�2. In

this case, the fully scattered intensities differ from the singly

scattered intensities by less than 0.5 dB. These differences

also depend on attenuation as the field forward propagates

through the fish group. The effect of attenuation in scattering

is investigated in greater detail in the next section.

These examples validate the single scattering assump-

tion employed in Refs. 1–3 to estimate herring areal popula-

tion densities from their experimentally measured scattered

intensities by the waveguide remote sensing system with

frequency band centered at fc¼ 950 Hz and below, since

multiple scattering is negligibly small even at the highest

areal/volumetric herring densities observed in GOME06. For

herring areal population density imaging with frequency

band centered at fc¼ 1125 Hz, multiple scattering effects

may matter at the shoal centers with very high fish densities

as we illustrate in the next section.

C. Attenuation from scattering through a fish group
and its dependence on swim-bladder resonance
damping

The conditions under which multiple scattering becomes

significant is often similar to that required for attenuation

from forward scattering to become significant. When the vol-

umetric density of the scatterers and their corresponding tar-

get strengths are high, multiple scattering leads to delayed

returns that can enhance the overall scattered level over the

range extent of the group. However, the close proximity of

the scatterers to each other also imply that the forward

FIG. 5. Effect of varying the imaging frequency band on the incoherent

matched filtered scattered returns from a fish group. (a) The areal density of

the fish group. (b) The incoherent fully scattered intensity Var[Ws(tM)] that

includes multiple scattering and singly scattered intensity Var ½W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ�

from the fish group are plotted as a function of the imaging frequency band.

The expected background reverberant intensity estimated from GOME06

data is also plotted for comparison. The background reverberation varies by

roughly 2 to 3 dB from the lowest to the highest frequency band and the av-

erage across the 4 bands is plotted here. (c) Identical to (b) but plotted in

logarithmic scale. The error bars show the standard deviation of the broad-

band matched filtered fully scattered intensities from the fish group at vari-

ous imaging frequency bands.
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scattered field from one scatterer can interfere destructively

with the incident field at the location of another scatterer,

as described by the extinction or forward scatter theo-

rem.14,16,41 This leads to shadowing and a corresponding

reduction in the scattered intensity from the second scatterer,

since the total field incident on it is reduced. This attenuation

is dependent on the imaginary part of the forward scatter

function of the scatterers and their spatial separations. Both

multiple scattering and attenuation are cumulative over the

range extent of the group and the effects are opposing.

Determining the attenuation from forward propagation

through a fish group requires an accurate characterization of

swimbladder resonance damping. The damping coefficient is

not easily measured particularly for live in situ fish, since it

depends on many factors and physical parameters of the

swimbladder wall and surrounding fish flesh.42 As discussed

in Ref. 43, the Love model44,45 may oversimplify the reso-

nant damping by modeling the fish flesh as a viscous fluid.

Here we investigate the effect of varying the damping

coefficients43 on the scattered intensity from a group of her-

ring in Figs. 7 and 8 with imaging frequency bands centered

at fc¼ 950 Hz and fc¼ 1125 Hz, respectively. The fish group

considered contains N¼ 8000 individuals with volumetric

density of 0.64 fish m�3, areal density of 6.4 fish m�2, and

dimensions Lr¼ 100 m, Lcr¼ 12.5 m, Lz¼ 10 m, as shown

in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a). This group is elongated in range com-

pared to its cross-range and depth dimensions to enhance the

effects of multiple scattering and attenuation. All other prop-

erties of the fish group and waveguide environment are iden-

tical to the example shown in Fig. 4. Figures 7(b) and 7(c)

and Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) include both viscous and radiation

damping. These should be compared with the results in Figs.

7(d) and 8(d) where only radiation damping is included, and

Figs. 7(e) and 8(e) with zero damping coefficient. When no

damping is present [Figs. 7(e) and 8(e)] the scatter function

is purely real and the fully scattered incoherent intensity that

FIG. 6. Effect of varying the fish areal density on the broadband incoherent

matched filtered scattered returns from a fish group imaged with frequency

band centered at fc¼ 950 Hz. (a) The areal fish densities of three distinct

fish groups. (b) The incoherent fully Var[Ws(tM)] and singly Var ½W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ�

scattered intensities from the fish groups with imaging frequency band cen-

tered at 950 Hz are compared to background reverberation. (c) Identical to

(b) but plotted in logarithmic scale. The error bars show the standard devia-

tion of the broadband matched filtered fully scattered intensities from fish

group with various fish areal densities.

FIG. 7. Effect of varying fish swimbladder damping on the incoherent

matched filtered scattered returns with imaging frequency band centered at

950 Hz. (a) The areal fish density of the fish group. (b)–(e) The incoherent

fully Var[Ws(tM)] and singly Var½W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ� scattered intensities from the fish

group are plotted as a function of fish damping coefficient, and compared to

background reverberation.

FIG. 8. Identical to Fig. 7 but for imaging frequency band centered at 1125

Hz.
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includes multiple scattering increases cumulatively above

the singly scattered intensity over the range extent of the

group. When damping is included, attenuation through the

group negates the effects of multiple scattering and the over-

all backscattered intensity level compared to the singly back-

scattered intensity level depends on the the amount of

damping included in the model. The effects are more promi-

nent when the imaging frequency band is centered at

fc¼ 1125 Hz as shown in Fig. 8.

The mean broadband incident intensity in the random

waveguide, along with the mean total intensity forward

propagated through the fish group are shown in Figs. 9(a)

and 9(b) for the imaging frequency bands centered at 950

and 1125 Hz, respectively, where both intensities are aver-

aged over the 10 m depth layer of the fish group. When

damping is absent, the mean total forward propagated inten-

sity is higher than the mean incident intensity because multi-

ple scattering raises the overall level and the effect is

cumulative over the range extent of the group. In the cases

when damping is present, the total forward propagated inten-

sities can fall below the incident intensity depending on the

amount of damping included in the model. It should be noted

that the incident intensity does not decay monotonically with

range in Fig. 9 because of slight modal interference still

present in the field even after averaging over 100 independ-

ent broadband Monte-Carlo realizations.

The analysis in this section indicates that both multiple

scattering, and attenuation due to scattering are negligible in

the long-range acoustic data at imaging frequency bands

centered at 950 Hz and below and for the herring densities

observed during GOME06. When the imaging frequency

band is centered at 1125 Hz, the effects are non-negligible at

the shoal centers and an accurate knowledge of swimbladder

resonance damping is required to determine the amount of

attenuation present in the data.

D. Effect of modal dispersion

The incoherent intensity scattered from the fish group at

the tail end of the distribution in Fig. 4 decays gradually as a

function of range compared to the front end of the distribu-

tion. This is caused by modal dispersion, slowly propagating

high-order modes that arrive later in time than the low order

modes. The level of the dispersed returns are highly depend-

ent on the waveguide and seafloor type. Compare the results

in Fig. 4 for the sand waveguide to Fig. 10 for the silt wave-

guide. The properties of the fish group, imaging geometry,

and all other properties of the waveguide are identical in

these two examples, with the exception of the seafloor type.

The silt seafloor has sound speed 1520 m/s, density 1.4 g/

cm3, and attenuation 0.3 dB/wavelength.

In the silt waveguide, the incoherent intensity scattered

from fish at the tail end of the distribution decays more rap-

idly with range than in the sand waveguide and at a spatial

rate approximately equal to that at the front end of the distri-

bution. This is because the silt waveguide supports fewer

number of propagating modes than the sand waveguide. The

small contrast in sound speed between the water column and

the seafloor allows only the very low order modes to propa-

gate in a silt waveguide. For this reason, the effect of modal

dispersion is minimized in the silt waveguide. The fewer

number of propagating modes in the silt waveguide also

implies that the total energy propagated through the wave-

guide is weaker. As a result, the scattered levels from the

fish group and the background reverberation are both lower

in the silt waveguide than in the sand waveguide. The

FIG. 9. The mean total acoustic intensity forward propagated through the

fish group in Figs. 7 and 8 are plotted as a function of fish swimbladder

damping for imaging frequency bands centered at (a) fc¼ 950 Hz and (b)

fc¼ 1125 Hz. The broadband incident and forward propagated (which

include multiple scattering from other fish in the group) intensities are aver-

aged over the fish layer depth and over the 100 independent Monte-Carlo

realizations. FIG. 10. Identical to Fig. 4 but for the silt waveguide.
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background reverberation for the silt waveguide is obtained

by subtracting 15 dB from the experimentally determined

reverberation in the sand waveguide. This is because bottom

reverberation modeling in Refs. 30 and 32 indicate that

reverberation from the seafloor in the silt waveguide will be

roughly 15 dB lower than in the sand waveguide.

E. Charting speed in the random range-dependent
Gulf of Maine environment

Charting the time-dependent broadband matched filtered

scattered intensity accurately in horizontal range for a target

in a random ocean waveguide requires an optimal choice of

the mean charting speed cchart. In a waveguide imaging sys-

tem, the scattered intensities from targets arriving at the

same time instance at the receiver are charted onto an ellipti-

cal arc6,46 in the horizontal plane with their respective azi-

muths determined via beamforming. The source and receiver

arrays are located at the foci of the ellipse since the total hor-

izontal path length from source to target qt � q0j j and target

to receiver q� qtj j satisfy6 qt � q0j j þ q� qtj j ¼ cchartt: For

the monostatic imaging scenario, since q ¼ q0; the range-

time relationship simplifies to q� qtj j ¼ cchartt=2:
Determining the optimal charting speed in a random

range-dependent ocean waveguide can be challenging

because sound speed is a function of depth, range, and time.

Furthermore, the acoustic modes of the waveguide each prop-

agate with a different group speed. Here, we determine the

mean charting speed to be that which maximizes the modeled

mean time-dependent broadband matched filtered scattered

intensity at the true horizontal range span of the fish group.

The optimal mean charting speed is obtained when the

variance or incoherent intensity integrated over the range

extent of the group,
Ð rsþLr=2

rs�Lr=2
Var Ws tð Þ½ �dr; is maximized,

since there are no other scatterers present in the waveguide

and the incoherent intensity is dominant. The mean charting

speed in the sand waveguide for the example of Fig. 4 is

found to be 1475 m/s with a standard deviation of 1.9 m/s.

For the silt waveguide, the mean charting speed is 1474.4 m/

s with a standard deviation of 1.1 m/s. For both waveguides,

their respective mean charting speeds correspond roughly to

the group speed of mode 1 in that waveguide. The charting

accuracy is limited by the range resolution of the imaging

system of roughly 15 m for the examples considered here.

The estimated mean charting speed for all other examples

are provided in Table I.

The charting speeds obtained here for actively localizing

random scatterers in the random range-dependent ocean

waveguide are approximately equal to the minimum of the

mean water-column sound speed profile shown in Fig. 3 of

Ref. 1. This result is consistent with that obtained in Ref. 26

for passive localization of a deterministic source in a range-

independent ocean waveguide.

F. Fish areal population density estimation

Here, we show that the areal population density of fish

groups can be readily estimated from their incoherently aver-

aged broadband matched filtered scattered intensities when

the single scattering assumption is valid. The areal popula-

tion density nA is estimated by correcting for (1) the broad-

band source level SL, (2) the broadband two-way

transmission losses TTLW obtained from waveguide Green’s

functions averaged over multiple realizations and over the

depth extent of the fish layer, (3) the broadband target

strength TS obtained from the mean scattering cross section

of an individual fish, and (4) the resolution footprint Ares of

the waveguide remote sensing system via,1–4,12

10 log10 nA qp

� �D E
� L qp

� �
� SL fcð Þ � TTLW qp; zs; fc

� �
� TS fcð Þ � 10 log10 Ares qp

� � �
; (10)

where

L qp; fc
� �

¼ 10 log10 W qp; fc

� ��� ��2D E
(11)

is the level of the measured or modeled incoherently aver-

aged broadband matched filtered scattered intensity charted

to horizontal range qp,

SL fcð Þ ¼ 10 log10

ðfcþB=2

fc�B=2

Q fð Þj j2df ;

* +
(12)

the TTLW qp; zs; fc
� �

is defined in Eq. (8),

TS fcð Þ ¼ 10 log10

1

E0

ðfcþB=2

fc�B=2

Q fð Þj j2 S kð Þ=kj j2df

* +
; (13)

and Ares qp

� �
� DqLcr qp

� �
; where Lcr qp

� �
is the cross-range

resolution, and Dq ¼ cchart=2B is the range resolution after

applying the matched filter. Reference 24 describes how the

broadband transmission loss can be approximated using

TABLE I. Standard deviations, r, of the broadband matched filtered scat-

tered intensities from fish groups and corresponding estimated charting

speeds, cchart. The standard deviation of the estimated charting speed is

roughly 1 to 2 m s�1.

Figures

fc
(Hz)

B

(Hz)

nV

(fish m�3) SCa

Seafloor

type

r
(dB)

cchart

(m s�1)

Fig. 4 950 50 0.05 random sand 5.0 1475.0

Fig. 5 415 50 0.05 random sand 5.5 1474.6

735 50 0.05 random sand 5.4 1475.6

950 50 0.05 random sand 5.0 1475.0

1125 50 0.05 random sand 4.9 1475.2

Fig. 6 950 50 0.05 random sand 5.3 1473.6

950 50 0.2 random sand 5.4 1473.6

950 50 0.8 random sand 5.5 1473.6

Fig. 10 950 50 0.05 random silt 5.3 1474.4

Fig. 11 950 50 0.05 random sand 5.0 1475.0

950 150 0.05 random sand 3.6 1474.3

950 50 0.05 random silt 5.3 1474.4

950 150 0.05 random silt 4.5 1474.4

Fig. 12 950 50 0.025 random sand 4.3 1474.3

Fig. 14 950 50 0.05 lattice sand 5.0 1474.5

950 50 0.05 random sand 5.1 1474.3

aThree-dimensional spatial configuration of the simulated fish group.
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the single frequency transmission loss as a function of range

in a fluctuating waveguide by first spatial averaging the cen-

ter frequency transmitted intensity and then transforming to

log, TTLW qp; zs; fc

� �
� 10 log10f 4pð Þ2

Ð zsþD=2

zs�D=2
GW qp; zp

����
r0; fcj Þj2 GW r qp; zp; fc

��� ��� ��2P qp; zp

� �
idzpg. This allows a rapid

estimation of the fish areal population densities over wide

areas for a single transmission and over multiple transmis-

sions with varying source and receiver locations.

We consider two examples, the fish groups in Figs. 4

and 10 that extend only 6 resolution cells in range, and a

much larger fish shoal that extends 60 resolution cells in

range. The areal densities of the former fish groups in the

sand and silt waveguides are estimated using Eq. (10) and

are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. We con-

sider two distinct frequency bandwidths for the source wave-

form centered at 950 Hz. When the imaging bandwidth is

B¼ 50 Hz, the matched filter operation smooths over the

edges of the distribution. This is because the corresponding

matched filter resolution of 15 m is not sufficiently fine to

resolve the edge of the fish distribution over range since the

distribution decays rapidly from 1 to 0 fish m�2 over a 5 m

range. By increasing the imaging bandwidth to B¼ 150 Hz,

the edges of the distribution can be more accurately

mapped12 since the system has a finer range resolution of 5

m. For the fish groups in Fig. 11, the total population estima-

tion error varies from 2% to 18% depending on the seafloor

type and imaging bandwidth.

In contrast, a much larger fish group extending 1 km in

range is modeled in Fig. 12 with imaging frequency centered

at 950 Hz and B¼ 50 Hz. The fish group contains

N¼ 100 000 fish, has dimensions Lr¼ 1000 m, Lcr¼ 100 m,

and Lz¼ 40 m, volumetric density of 0.025 fish m�3 and ar-

eal density of 1 fish m�2 as shown in Fig. 12(a). This fish

group has a fully randomized 3D spatial configuration. All

other properties of the fish group and waveguide environ-

ment are identical to the example shown in Fig. 4. Only the

singly scattered field is calculated because multiple scatter-

ing is insignificant at this imaging frequency and volumetric

density as shown in Sec. IV B. In addition, neglecting multi-

ple scattering allows the numerical model to simulate much

larger groups of fish because multiple scattering computa-

tions require an N2 matrix multiplication, whereas single

scattering requires only vectors of dimension N. The PDF in

range for this group is uniform in the middle and tapered

with half-Gaussian functions at the edges. The Gaussian

edge region contains 20% of the total fish population in this

example.

The estimated areal densities match the true densities on

average over most of the group’s extent except at the trailing

edge of the distribution where the estimated densities are

slightly higher due to modal dispersion. Figure 12(d) plots

the cumulative true and estimated populations integrated

over the range extent of the group. The integrated popula-

tions match fairly well throughout except at the trailing edge

of the distribution. The total population estimation error is

roughly 7.6%. Since the fish density decays gradually with

range at the edges of this distribution, the 15 m range resolu-

tion after matched filtering is sufficiently fine to trace the

edges, on average, for this example.

The examples in this section indicate that the range re-

solution of the imaging system after matched filtering the

broadband scattered waveform in the random range-depend-

ent ocean waveguide is approximately equal to that obtained

in free-space, Dq � cchart=2B: This is because the total fish

population estimated from the scattered intensities using Eq.

(10) are approximately equal to the true population when the

range resolution is defined as in free-space. Dispersion in the

multi-modal waveguide has negligible effect on the matched

filter resolution for waveforms with bandwidths up to 150

FIG. 12. Estimating fish areal population densities from their incoherently

averaged broadband matched filtered scattered intensities illustrated for a

much larger fish group. (a) True and estimated areal fish densities are plotted

as a function of range. (b) The incoherent Var½W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ� and coherent

jhW 1ð Þ
s tMð Þij2 broadband matched filtered singly scattered intensities from

the fish group imaged using the waveform centered at fc¼ 950 Hz with 50

Hz bandwidth and 0 dB re 1 lPa source level are compared to background

reverberation. (c) Identical to (b) but plotted in logarithmic scale. The error

bar indicates the standard deviation of the broadband matched filtered singly

scattered intensities from the fish group. (d) The true and estimated fish pop-

ulations integrated as a function of range.

FIG. 11. (a) Estimating fish areal population densities from their incoher-

ently averaged broadband matched filtered fully scattered intensities using

Eq. (10) illustrated for the fish group in Fig. 4 in the sand waveguide as a

function of imaging frequency bandwidth B with fc¼ 950 Hz. (b) Identical

to (a) but for the fish group in the silt waveguide shown in Fig. 10.
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Hz and center frequencies in the range of 300 to 1200 Hz

investigated here.

G. Standard deviation of the broadband matched
filtered scattered intensities from the fish group

The standard deviation of the scattered returns must be

accurately known in order to determine error bounds in popu-

lation density estimation and to determine sample sizes nec-

essary for reducing uncertainty.47 The standard deviations of

the broadband matched filtered fully scattered intensities

within each resolution cell of the imaging system, determined

from 100 independent Monte-Carlo realizations for each of

the fish groups considered in this section are tabulated in

Table I. The standard deviations are also indicated by error

bars in the respective figures. They are approximately 5 dB

for most of the fish groups considered here, implying that the

received broadband matched filtered scattered fields can be

approximated as statistically saturated with phases that are

almost fully randomized.23 This result is consistent with the

measured intensity standard deviations determined from in-

stantaneous images of the waveguide remote sensing sys-

tem.1–4 There, a 6-sample averaging, from averaging adjacent

pixels in range and three consecutive instantaneous wide-area

images over time, was employed to reduce the standard devi-

ations in the scattered intensity images to less than 1.5 dB.1–4

This standard deviation for each pixel is small compared to

the dynamic range of scattered intensity levels spanned by

the fish groups.

When the incoherent intensity dominates, the standard

deviation of the scattered returns are independent of the spa-

tial configuration adopted by the large fish group considered

in Sec. IV I (see Table I). The standard deviations of the scat-

tered levels from the fish group considered here are larger

than the standard deviations of the broadband two-way trans-

mission losses in the ocean waveguide (see Sec. III A) since

the former incorporates additional sources of randomness,

such as individual fish spatial locations and scatter functions.

H. Coherent multiple scattering effects such as
resonance shift and sub- and super-resonance local
maxima

Multiple scattering from a dense fish group can lead to

effects such as a shift in the resonance frequency for the group

from that of a single fish, and sub- and super-resonance local

maxima. These phenomena have been predicted and explained

in Refs. 17, 18, and 20. Here, we show that these effects are

only significant for fish groups that are very dense and small,

on the order of the acoustic wavelength, where the coherently

scattered intensity is significant. Fish groups observed in the

Gulf of Maine were many orders of magnitude larger and had

lower volumetric densities. The incoherent intensity domi-

nated the scattered returns so that the coherent multiple scat-

tering effects are negligible as shown here.

Two distinct fish groups are considered, one with

dimensions much larger than the acoustic wavelength and

the other with dimensions on the order of the wavelength.

The large herring group contains 7831 individuals with volu-

metric density nV¼ 0.05 fish m�3 distributed over a volume,

as shown in Fig. 1(b), with axes dimensions given by

Lx¼ 100 m, Ly¼ 100 m, and Lz¼ 20, while the smaller

group contains 240 individuals distributed over a similar vol-

ume but with axes dimensions given by Lx¼ 2 m, Ly¼ 2 m

and Lz¼ 2 m, with a volumetric density nV¼ 37.5 fish m�3

that is many orders of magnitude denser than the herring

groups typically observed during GOME06. Both groups are

centered at zs¼ 150 m depth and are imaged by a monostatic

direct-path imaging system. We consider two distinct 3D

spatial configurations for both the large and small fish group,

the fully randomized and the partially random lattice config-

urations discussed in Sec. II B.

The analysis in this section follow the approach outlined

in Sec. II C, except that 100 independent Monte-Carlo real-

izations are used here to estimate the statistical moments of

the scattered intensities, including multiple scattering, at

each frequency. The coherent, incoherent, total and esti-

mated school target strength spectra calculated using Eqs.

(2), (3), (4), and (5) are plotted in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) for

the large and small fish groups, respectively, as a function of

the fish group spatial configuration. For the large fish group,

the incoherent intensity dominates the total scattered returns.

The total school target strength spectrum is well approxi-

mated by the estimated school target strength spectrum

assuming single scattering. For this case, the total target

strength spectrum is independent of the specific 3D spatial

configuration adopted by the fish group.

In contrast, for the small fish group, the coherently scat-

tered intensity is significant, causing a shift in the resonance

frequency of the group. It also leads to sub- and super-reso-

nance local maxima as shown in Fig. 13(b). In this case, the

specific spectrum of the coherent, incoherent and total school

target strengths are dependent on the 3D spatial configuration

FIG. 13. Effect of the 3D spatial configuration

on the time harmonic fully scattered field

moments, including multiple scattering, as a

function of frequency for a monostatic direct-

path imaging system examined for (a) a large

herring group containing 7831 individuals and

(b) a small herring group containing 240 indi-

viduals. The coherent, incoherent, total and esti-

mated school target strength spectra calculated

via Eqs. (2)–(5), respectively, are compared as a

function of the fish group configuration.
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adopted by the fish group. The total school target strength is

roughly 2 to 3 dB larger when fish in the group follow the

fully random spatial configuration rather than the partially

random lattice configuration.

The analysis in this section has important implications

for the measurement of resonance frequency of fish groups.

For instance, a local direct path acoustic system that has high

spatial resolution in depth typically images significantly

fewer number of fish, 10 to a few hundred individuals, within

its resolution footprint. Such a system may make errors in

estimating the resonance frequency of a fish group especially

if its operating frequency does not span the mean resonance

frequency range of the fish group. This is because the system

may measure the local super- or sub-resonance maxima

resulting from coherent scattering interactions between fish,

as shown in Figs. 2 and 13(b). This is less of an issue for the

waveguide remote sensing system since there are signifi-

cantly many more fish, typically several thousand or more,

within each resolution footprint so that scattering is domi-

nated by the incoherent intensity that peaks at just one fre-

quency, the mean resonance frequency for the fish group.

I. Effect of fish group 3D spatial configuration

Here we examine the effect of the 3D spatial configura-

tion of a fish group on the statistical moments of its broad-

band matched filtered fully scattered intensities that include

multiple scattering in a random ocean waveguide. We con-

sider a herring group containing 7831 individuals with volu-

metric density nV¼ 0.05 fish m�3 distributed over a volume,

as shown in Fig. 1(b), with axes dimensions Lx¼ 100 m,

Ly¼ 100 m, and Lz¼ 20 m. This herring group is located at

range rs¼ 14.9 km from the source and receiver arrays at

depth zs¼ 150 m and is imaged with a broadband waveform

of 50 Hz bandwidth centered at fc¼ 950 Hz in the ocean

waveguide with sand seafloor.

In Fig. 14, we consider two distinct 3D spatial configura-

tions for the fish group, the fully randomized and the partially

random lattice configurations discussed in Sec. II B. The

range extent of this fish group is much larger than the acous-

tic wavelength and the scattered returns are dominated by the

incoherent intensity. The dominant incoherent broadband

matched filtered fully scattered intensities that include multi-

ple scattering are approximately equal for fish in the two spa-

tial configurations and local differences are negligible small

compared to the dynamic range of intensity fluctuations indi-

cated by the error bars in Fig. 14(c). For this example, the

specific 3D spatial configuration adopted by the fish group

has negligible effect on the mean scattered intensity, which is

consistent with the results shown in Fig. 13(a) for the same

fish group, but imaged by a monostatic direct-path system in

an iso-speed lossless non-random environment.

When the fish group dimension is on the order of the

acoustic wavelength, the scattered intensities depend on the

specific 3D spatial configuration adopted by the fish group as

discussed in Sec. IV H.

V. CONCLUSION

A numerical model has been developed to determine the

statistical moments of the broadband matched filtered scat-

tered field including multiple scattering from a random 3D

spatial distribution of random scatterers in a random range-

dependent ocean waveguide by Monte-Carlo simulation. The

model can be applied to analyze bistatic scattering from a

scatterer group in any direction including the forward. When

combined with the incident field, the model can accurately

characterize attenuation in forward propagation through a

group. The model is applied to examine population density

imaging of shoaling Atlantic herring using a waveguide

remote sensing system in the 300 to 1200 Hz frequency range

in the Gulf of Maine during GOME06. A herring swimblad-

der is modeled as damped air-filled prolate spheroid sur-

rounded by viscous flesh using a complex scatter function.

Analysis with the model indicate that (1) the incoherent

intensity dominated the scattered returns from large herring

groups imaged during GOME06 and effects such as resonant

shift and sub- and super-resonance local maxima are negligi-

ble or absent, (2) the single scattering assumption is valid for

inferring herring areal population densities from their scat-

tered intensities over the imaging frequency range and

observed herring densities during GOME06, (3) waveguide

dispersion had negligible effect on herring shoal population

estimation, (4) the standard deviations of the instantaneous

broadband matched filtered scattered intensities from the fish

groups are roughly 5 dB indicating that the scattered fields

are fully saturated and that the standard deviations can be

reduced by stationary averaging, (5) the charting speed for

accurately localizing targets in range from their time-de-

pendent scattered fields after matched filtering in a random

FIG. 14. Effect of the 3D spatial configuration of a fish group on the statisti-

cal moments of its broadband matched filtered fully scattered intensities. (a)

The areal fish densities in the two configurations. (b) The incoherent

Var[Ws(tM)] and coherent Ws tMð Þh ij j2 broadband matched filtered fully scat-

tered intensities that include multiple scattering from the fish groups imaged

using the waveform centered at fc¼ 950 Hz with 50 Hz bandwidth and 0 dB

re 1 lPa at 1 m source level. The fish scattered intensities are compared to

the expected background reverberant intensities estimated from GOME06

data. (c) Identical to (b) but plotted in logarithmic scale.
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waveguide is approximately equal to the average group

speed of the lowest order mode, and (6) the imaging sys-

tem’s range resolution in the waveguide is approximately

equal to its resolution in free space where it is inversely pro-

portional to the system bandwidth.
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APPENDIX A: MODEL FOR THE BROADBAND
MATCHED FILTERED FULLY SCATTERED FIELD
FROM A GIVEN DISTRIBUTION OF SCATTERERS
INCLUDING MULTIPLE SCATTERING

Here we describe the theoretical model used to calculate

the broadband matched filtered fully scattered field from a

given 3D spatial distribution of distinct scatterers that

includes multiple scattering. The formulation follows the

approach of Ref. 12. The imaging geometry, source, receiver

and fish coordinates are described in Sec. II A.

Given a group containing N scatterers, the time-har-

monic total scattered field received at frequency f,

Us r; fð Þ ¼
XN

p¼1

A /p

� �
B /p

� �
Us r; p; fð Þ; (A1)

is a sum of the fully scattered fields from each of the scatter-

ers within the group, where A /p

� �
and B /p

� �
are the beam-

patterns of the imaging system source and receiver arrays

respectively weighting the contribution from the pth scat-

terer. Here A /p

� �
can be approximated as 1 because the ver-

tical source array of the waveguide remote sensing system

has an azimuthally symmetric beampattern. Us(r, p, f) is the

fully scattered field21,22 from the pth scatterer, formulated

here as a sum of the singly scattered field, U 1ð Þ
s r; p; fð Þ, and

the multiply scattered field, U MSð Þ
s r; p; fð Þ,

Us r; p; fð Þ ¼ U 1ð Þ
s r; p; fð Þ þ U MSð Þ

s r; p; fð Þ

¼ Q fð ÞG rp r0; fj
� �

G r rp; f
��� � Sp Xi;Xs; kð Þ

k

þ
XN

q¼1;q 6¼p

Us rp; q; f
� �

G r rp; f
��� � Sp Xqp;Xs; k

� �
k

;

(A2)

where G is the medium’s Green’s function, Sp(Xi, Xs, k) is

the scatter function16,48 for the pth scatterer which depends

on wave number k¼ 2p f/c and the direction of the incident

and scattered plane waves,15,16,48 Xi and Xs, respectively.

The scatter function can be used to model general scatterers

of arbitrary size compared to the wavelength.

Upon substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A1), the time har-

monic fully scattered field becomes

Us r; fð Þ ¼ U 1ð Þ
s r; fð Þ þ U MSð Þ

s r; fð Þ

¼
XN

p¼1

B /p

� �
U 1ð Þ

s r; p; fð Þ þ
XN

p¼1

B /p

� �
U MSð Þ

s r; p; fð Þ;

(A3)

where U 1ð Þ
s r; fð Þ is the time harmonic singly scattered field,

and U MSð Þ
s r; fð Þ is the time harmonic multiply scattered field

from all N scatterers received at frequency f.
In Eq. (A2), the multiply scattered field U MSð Þ

s r; p; fð Þ at

r from the pth scatterer depends on the sum of the acoustic

fields first scattered from all other N – 1 scatterers and inci-

dent on the pth scatterer, with each term given by

Us rp; q; f
� �

. In order to solve Eq. (A2) for all N scatterers,

we must find the scattered field incident on each scatterer

from all other N – 1 scatterers. This is expressed as

Us rn;p; fð Þ ¼ Q fð ÞG rp r0; fj
� �

G rn rp; f
��� �Sp Xi;Xpn;k

� �
k

þ
XN

q¼1;q 6¼p

Us rp;q; f
� �

G rn rp; f
��� �Sp Xqp;Xpn;k

� �
k

;

(A4)

where n and p are variables indicating that the field incident

on n is scattered from p, Xqp is the incident angle onto p scat-

tered from q and Xpn is the scattered angle from p scattered

onto n. Equation (A4) has a similar form as Eq. (A2) in terms

of both singly and multiply scattered fields. Equations (A2)

and (A4) expressed in terms of the object’s plane wave scatter

function are valid16,49 in the far-field of each scatterer, where

rp; r0 � rp

�� ��; and rn � rp

�� �� are all greater than a2
p=k, where

ap is the largest dimension of the pth scatterer.

The matched filter9–11 is a normalized replica of the

original transmitted waveform,

H f tMjð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

p Q� fð Þei2pftM ; (A5)

where tM is the time delay of the matched filter and

E0 ¼
Ð

Q fð Þj j2df is the source energy. Applying Fourier

synthesis, the time-dependent matched filtered fully scat-

tered field from the scatterer group, including multiple scat-

tering, can be expressed as

Ws tMð Þ ¼
ð

B

Us r; fð ÞH f tMjð Þe�i2pftdf (A6)

an integral involving Eq. (A1) over the signal bandwidth.

Substituting Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A6), the time dependent

matched filtered fully scattered field can be decomposed into,

Ws tMð Þ ¼ W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ þW MSð Þ

s tMð Þ

¼
ð

B

U 1ð Þ
s r; fð ÞH f tMjð Þe�i2pftdf

þ
ð

B

U MSð Þ
s r; fð ÞH f tMjð Þe�i2pftdf ; (A7)
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a sum of the time-dependent matched filtered singly scat-

tered field, W 1ð Þ
s tMð Þ, and the time-dependent matched fil-

tered multiply scattered field, W MSð Þ
s tMð Þ.

APPENDIX B: MODELING FISH SWIMBLADDER AS A
DAMPED AIR-FILLED PROLATE SPHEROID

There are several models44,50,51 that describe the scatter-

ing properties of a swimbladder near resonance. Here we

model a fish swimbladder near resonance as a damped air-

filled oscillator17,18,20,43,52 and take into account the prolate

spheroidal shape of the swimbladder through a correction term

to the resonance frequency developed by Weston,51 as well as

the damping from viscosity of the surrounding fish flesh mod-

eled by Love.44 This model approximates the swimbladder as

a viscous heat-conducting shell enclosing an air cavity with

surface tension at the inner surface44,45 that leads to a damped

resonance behavior. Given a fish of swimbladder volume Vz

(m3) at depth z (m), its complex scatter function is,52

S kð Þ ¼

f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �
k�a

f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �2

þd2

þ i
dk�a

f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �2

þd2

; (B1)

where f0 is the resonance frequency (Hz) and �a ¼ 3
4p Vz

� �1=3

is the equivalent radius (m) of the swimbladder. The dimen-

sionless damping coefficient,

d ¼ drad þ dvis ¼ k�aþ
nf

p�a2fqf

; (B2)

is a sum of the radiation damping drad and the viscous damp-

ing dvis. The contribution from thermal damping is assumed

to be negligible.44 In Eq. (B2), the physical properties of

fish, such as the fish flesh density qf (kg m�3) and viscosity

nf (Pa s) are usually empirically determined. For instance,

the viscosity and flesh density for Atlantic herring have been

experimentally found to be nf¼ 50 Pa s (Ref. 45) and

qf¼ 1071 kg m�3 (Ref. 53), respectively. The resonance fre-

quency of a prolate spheroid shaped swimbladder is given by

f0 ¼
f

2p�a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3cPz

qf

s
; (B3)

where c¼ 1.40 is the ratio of specific heats of air and water,

and Pz is the ambient pressure at depth z. The correction

term for the spheroidal shaped swimbladder,51 f, is given by

f ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

1� �2ð Þ1=4

�1=3
ln

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �2
p

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �2
p

" #( )�1=2

; (B4)

where eccentricity � is the ratio of semi-minor to semi-major

axis of the prolate spheroid. For the herring groups modeled

in this paper, 0.1<�< 0.2.1

The swimbladder volume Vz at depth z of an individual

from a given fish species may be estimated using length and

weight measurements of trawl samples of the species, and

the fact that for most swimbladder-bearing fish, the air-filled

swimbladder typically comprises roughly 4% to 5% of fish

body volume Vb (m3) at neutral buoyancy depth znb (m).54

For a fish of fork length L (cm), its body volume can be esti-

mated from

Vb ¼
W

qf

¼ 1

qf

pLq; (B5)

where p and q are regression parameters55 empirically deter-

mined from length L and weight W measurements of trawl

samples. The swimbladder volume at any depth z can then

be determined using Boyle’s law,

PnbVnb ¼ PzVz; (B6)

where (Pnb,Vnb) are the ambient pressure and swimbladder

volume at neutral buoyancy depth znb, and (Pz,Vz) are the

ambient pressure and volume at any depth z.
Applying the extinction theorem14,16 and substituting

Eq. (B2) into Eq. (B1), the total extinction cross section rext

of fish swimbladder that accounts for energy removed from

the forward direction can be expressed as a sum of the scat-

tering rsca and absorption rabs cross sections,43

rext ¼
4p

k2
= Sf kð Þ
� �

¼ rsca þ rabs

¼ 4p
k2

dk�a

f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �2

þd2

¼ 4p�a2

f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �2

þd2

þ 4p�a2 dvis=dradð Þ
f 2
0

f 2
� 1

� �2

þd2

(B7)

where Sf(k) is the scatter function in forward direction. Note

that the scattering cross section rsca is consistent with that of

Love’s model.44,45

In summary, given the measured fish length and depth

distributions, the empirically determined length-volume

regression Eq. (B5), and assuming the prolate spheroidal

swimbladder has a major axis that is a constant percentage

of the total fish length [usually 26% to 33% (Ref. 36

and 56)] and only changes in the minor-axis of the swim-

bladder contributes to volume change because of physiologi-

cal constraints in fish anatomy,36,56–58 the complex scatter

function of a given fish at frequency f in Eq. (B1) then only

depends on a single parameter, the swimbladder volume Vz

at depth z or equivalently the neutral buoyancy depth.
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